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Countlesa people arc saddened by the loss of Cheryl Watkins Snead
who died on January 22, 2018, after complications due to a recenl
surgery, according to the Providence Journal. She founded Banneker
Industries In 1991, where she later became the CEO and was a recent
Bryant trustee, in add1t1on to being on the board of many local and
national organizations.
President Ron Machtley descnbed her as a "good and dear friend of
the Bryant University community.• Snead's memorial service will be on

Saturday, February 10, at one p.m. at the Interfaith Center on the Bryant
campus. Expecting a large crowd, Bryant students, faculty, and staff
planning on attending the service were asked to notify the conferences
and events team by February 7, so they could prepare.
Those who knew Snead would use the word "great• to summarize all
she has accomplished and the type of character she was. The Providence
Journal highlighted that she was very passionate about advocating for
the voices of the youth, persons of color, and women to be heard. Being
the first African-American woman to graduate with a 8.A. degree in
mechamcal engineering from UMass Amherst, she continued her
education and gol an MBA degree from Purdue University.
In addition to donating her time and resources to charitable groups,
she worked alongside Bryant faculty and slaff to create the Supply Chain
Management Conferences, and the LITE program, which supported
ambitious minority students. Outside of her Bryant affairs, she was a
charter member and officer of the Greater P rov1dence RI Chapter of The
Links, Incorporated.
Io 2009, Snead was named Women's Business Enterprise Star, and
laler in 2014, was inducted into the Women's Business Hall of fame.
Furthermore, Bryant University's Women Summit named her New
England Business Woman of the Year and awarded her an honorary
degree. It is not only for reasons like this, that Providence Journal
Obituary remembers her as such a "successful business and community
leader,• but also for her abJlily to be extremely personable with those
she encountered, always having htgh spir1ts and never losing focus on
her goals.
Cheryl Snead is survived by her parents, William and Kac Watkins,
her husband, Roland Snead, and her sisters, Rene Payne and Linda
Watkins. She will be missed as a daughter, wife, sister, aunt, and to so
Jll_!UU'.~~ ~ ~-~~
leader. "She v. an amazing woman
ftitr of ITfc, enc gx, ani:f a wealth of knowledge. A true too filazcr,
always professional and so kind." commented Laura Field-Swallow of
Smithfield, Rhode Island, on the memories section of the Providence
Journal.
Resident& from Musachusells and Rhode Island, aJI the way to
California and Florida have given their condolences to Snead's family
and reflected upon the amazing Ji(e she had lived. Although she was
taken too soon. the impacl she left on the busi11es.s world aod on all
those she touched. will last forever. Her legacy in Banneker lndustncs
and the work she has done to empower groups who are often overlooked
will hopefully be carried on in her name.

Hawaiians receive false alarm about
North Korean nuclear attack
Nicholas Stewart
Contributing Writer
On the morning of January 13, 2018, al 8:07 a.m., a message was
sent out by the state's emergency management agency, "Ballistic missile
threat inbound to Hawaii.M Everyone on the island was led to believe for
38 minutes that there were misslles coming towards the islands Then
finally after the message was found to be false another message was
sent out explammg that it was actuaJly a false alarm. Obviously, a very
homble mistake that put a lot of fear into a lot of families that were
fearing that January 13th could have been the last day of their lives.
This false alarm c.omes at a very high-tension time when there are
talks and threats occurring between the United State, and North Korea
over nuclear warfare. President Trump and North Korea's leader, Kim
Jong Un, have had numerous exchanges over sociaJ media in regards
to nuclear warfare and the threau they hold. For example. early in
January Trump tweeted about Kim Jong Un, saying, "Will someone
from his depleted and food starved regime please inform him that I too
have a Nuclear Button, but 1t is a much bigger and more powerful one
than his and my button works!• This all shows how President Trump
has created drama and stirred up situations with bi, twitter and social
media antics. This is one of the reasons why the threat was felt by so
many people as being so credible because, in many Americans eyes,
North Korea could possibly send m1sstlcs towards the United States
at some point, especially wtth their leader being so radical. AIJ of this
brings back remnants of the Cold War when there was nuclear tension
between the United States and lhe Soviet Union.
After an invesligation was conducted, Governor David Ige stated
that the mistake can be attributed to a state employee accidentally
pushing a button. This has then caused an investigation mto why a
mistake this drastic could have happened. The mistake occurred when

Hawaii gowrno, Da'nd a.,. (rlfltU tn HollONlu ■ddreulnt thef■IM 1l1rm (ABC
"-5]

a shift change was happening during the normal procedure. A new rule,
as a result of this event, has been put in place that two people must be
present in order to push the bulton and issue the alert. Another change
ln the procedure is that a Cold War-style suen system was put back
into effect to better alert the public if a missile was incoming. This adds
to the system that was already being utilized which sent out the alerts
through various forms o( technical communication. When the bullon
is pushed. text messages go out as well as e-mails and messages pop up
on the television screen.
President Trump was on a golf course at Mar-a-Lago when the alert
came in and upon correcl.i ng the situation he tweeted oul about the
-fake news" as well as to call out author Michael Wolff for crltki%ing
the president in his newest book. Pictures were later released of people
trying to flee the island or find the safest area to seek shelter. People were
flocking to parking garages, police stations and even instances such a.s
steel containers on their property in order to try and shield themselves
from what they thought were incoming missiles.
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Senate confirms Jerome Top tweets of the week
Powell as new Chair of
"Any deal on DACA that does not include
STRONG border security and the desperately
the Federal Reserve
needed WALL is a total waste of time. March
David Schmidt
Copy Editor

5th is rapidly approaching and the Dems seem
not to care about DACA. Make a dealt
- Donald Trump, 02/05/18 (@RealDonaldTrump)

"Why do mainstream media "journalists,, sound
so giddy about the stock market downturn?
They are starting to sound more and more like
Democrats .. . Oh wait they are one and the
,,
same.
- Tomi Lahren, 02/06/18 (@t o m ilahren)

"The Patriots won more territory than the
Eagles, so by Electoral College math they,re
#SuperBowl2018 champs using the same illogic
that says Donald Trump is the president.,,
- Morris Davis, 02/04/18 (@ColMorrisDavis)

"56%, say Robert Mueller is conducting a "fair,,
investigation into Russia and Trump. 35% of
The United States Senate confirms
President Trump's pick for chairman
of 1he Federal Reserve, Jerome Powell.
Jerome Powell is currently the Federal
Reserve Board Governor under Yellen. The
confirmation vote was 84-13 and was held
on Tuesday, January 23, 2018.
Likewise, this posi1 ive outcome was to
be expected since both Republicans and
Democrats alike expect that Powell will
continue current policies of the departing
chairwoman Janet Yellen.
However, prior to Powell taking over,
current Fed Chair Yellen will hold her
final policy meeting on Wednesday 1n
which it is said that the material lo be
covered is that of continuing the current
and steady rise on interest rates. Likewise,
in these meetings it has been determined
that the United States will see a tightening
of monetary policy due to the current
expansion of the economy and the current
job growth.
According to NPR, qSome analysts
expect interest rates lo increase in March:
Furthermore, analyst have stated that
they don't see or believe that there will be
any dramatic shift in policy once Jerome
Powell takes the reigns as the next Fed
Chau in the nat few days.
Jerome Powell is sixty-four years of
age and is a Princeton-trained former
investment banker. Powell was a partner
at the Washington -based private equity
firm The Carlyle Group and he does not
hold an advanced degree in Economics,
which is out of the ordinary for the Fed
chair position, as for the past 40 years Fed
chairs have had an advanced degree in
Economics.
However, Powell was originally
appointed by President Obama to the
fed board five and a half years ago. This
appointment is quite surprising as Trump
has deterred from tradition in that il is
·the first time in decades that a president
hasn't reappointed a chief of the central

bank for a second term", as NPR reports it.
Federal Reserve Governor Powell has
backed the current policies of Yellen,
which is the gradual increase of interest
rates. Furthermore, during a speech at
the Economic Club of New York, Powell is
quoted to have stated that -If the economy
performs about as expected, I would view
it as appropriate to continue to gradually
raise rates."
Many analysists assume that Powell
will continue the gradual increase in the
interest rates that the banks are witnessing
with Yellen at the helm. However, there is
some transformation between Powell and
Yellen and that difference lays in Bank
registration. He beliC\les that the DoddFrank reforms should be streamlined
in certain areas. This is due to Powell
supporting less regulatory weights on
banks, unlike Yellen. Yet, in Congress
Powell is viewed as a centrist, which
is defined as one who holds moderate
political assessments.
Even still, lhe thirteen votes against
Powell becoming the successor of Yellen as
the next Fed Chair were four Repubhcans
and eight Democrats plus Bernie Sanders
who is an independent who usually votes
with the Democrats. A notable Democrat
that was one of the eight was Senator
Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass. Warren's
reason for the no vote on Powell was
because she 1s deeply concerned that
Powell will rescind current policies that
assist in safeguarding the United States in
entering another potential financial crisis
like the previous one that we witnessed in
2007-2008.

Yet, the top Democral on the Senate
Banking Committee Sen. Sherrod Brown
has stated that Powell's tenure on the
Federal Reserve's board and Powell's "track
record over the past six years shows he is a
thoughtful policymaker.ft Condudingly,
Powell was also an undersecretary of
the Treasury during the presidency of

Republicans say ifs fair vs. 46% who say unfair.
53% of GOP voters say they disapprove of how
the FBI is handling its job vs. only 28% who
,,
approve.
- Jake Tapper, 02/08/18 (@jaketapper)

"Weird for president to call for shutdown when
his party controls both houses of Congress_,,
- Catherine Rampell, 02/06/18 (@crampell)

"The Schiff memo is based on the same
underlying docs as the partisan #NunesMemo,
so there should be no question as to whether or
not @realDonaldTrump will approve the new
memo's release. If he refuses, the American
people will be forced to wonder: what is he
trying to hide?',
- Sen. Chuck Schumer, 02/05/18 (@SenSchumer)

"People think mankind should be abandoned
for peoplekind because peoplestupid_,,
- Ben Shapiro, 02/06/18 (@benshapiro)
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Britain continues to
tumbles amid medical grapple with exit from
school scandals
European Union
Fundraising at USC

Harriet Ryan,
Matt Hamilton, Paul Pringle

MCTCampus
USC, known nationally for its
aggressive fundraasing operation, saw
contributions tumble in the second half 01
2017, a period in which scandals roiled its
medical school.
An internal accounting reviewed
by The Times shows donations to the
university were down nearly $100 million
between July and December of last year
compan:d with the same period in 2016.
The falloff represents a 22" decline and
was particularly ~~re at the Keck Schooi
of Medicine, where donations dropped
55", or roughly $45 million.
Two ~eks after the accounting
period's July I start, The Times reported
that former Keck dean Carmen Pultafito
had used methamphetamine and other
drugs while running the medical school
and treating patients in a campus ,:ye
clinic. USC substquently acknowledged
that President C. L. Max Nik.ias had kept
Pulia6to, a prolific fundraiser, in the post
de1pi~ year, of complainta from faculty
and staff about his behavior.
In the fall, Puliafito's replacement
as dean was forced out after The Times
learned that USC had settled a sexual
harassment claim asainst him, and the top
university fundraiscr for itJ health sciences
program departed amid accusations that
he had harassed female subordinates,
USC dismissed the significance of the
slump, attributing it to normal fluctuations
in donations. Administrators demed 1t
was related to the scandah and said the
relationship between university leaders
and maior benefactors remained strong.
•A slightly lo~r amount of
contnbutiona in this period does not
evidence a longer-term falloff," a umversity
spokesman said.
Two USC employees who regularly
deal with contributors said some normally
reliable donors did not return their calls
and others gave less than usu11.l. The
employees. who spoke on the condition or
anonymity, said donors told them that they
were put off by the back-to-back scandals.
"What we are hearing is that 1he
organizations moral compass doesn't fit
mine." said one employee.
Another described donors as · pretty
upset" by the way university leaders
responded to the crises.
"They say, 'What's going on at the lop!
the employee said.
USC's top fundraiser, Albert Checc10,
above m 2015, defended what he called
"one of the most successful advancement
programs in higher education.
USC's top fundraiser, Albert Checc10,
above in 2015, defended what he called
"one of the most successful advancement
programs m higher education." (Thomas
Meredith I For The Times)
Several university trustees refused to
comment. The group of 57, which includes
some of the wealthiest and most powerlul
pwple in California, is set to meet
Wednesday on campus.
USC's lop fundraiser, Albert Chccc10,
defended what he called "one of the most
successful advancemcn1 programs m
higher education."
·To suggest that USC or the K«k School
of Medicine is struggling to raise funds
is fundamentally mista.ken," Cbecc10,
the senior vice president for university
advancement, said in a statement. The
timing of gifts Ouctuates throughout the
year, and any single point in time 1s nol an
accurate projection of where the university
will net out, especially in a multi-year
campaign."
1he drop in donations comes as l <;<'
faces mounting costs from the medical
school scandals. The university retained

a former federal prosecutor from one
of the top law firms in the nation to lead
an investigation that has lasted more
than siI months, and ii hired a former
Sony executive to serve as its crisis
communications consultant.
Another potential cost is a possible
~1tlemen1 with the family of a young
woman who suffered a drug overdose while
partying with Pulialito. Sarah Warren's
family hired high-profile attorney Mark
Geragos last year lo negoliate a payout from
USC. Neitner he nor family members have
returned reporters' calls since November.
Asked whether there was a settlement,
a USC spokesman, Christian Gunnmg,
said in an email: "We arc not going to talk
about the Warrens.~
In recent months, USC has launched
a bell-tightening campaign called Project
Renewal. Administrators at every school
and university department arc expected
to trim expenses by about 5% within three
years.
The USC spokesman said thal the
university was in a "strong financial
position" and lhe cost-savings program
was a "normal, responsible" business
practice lhat took shape well before the
Keck scandals.
Fundraising has been key to USC's
climb in academic rankmgs and prestige
over the last two decades. The university
has about 450 employees dedicated fulltime to fundraising, and Nikias' calendar
is packed with international and national
trips where he courts alumni, parents and
other potential donors, sometimes in the
company of the school '1 ma rchmg band.
A cornerstone of USC's fundraising
ii a $6-billion campaign launclted in
201 I, then described as the largest such
drive in academic history. The university
collected gifts and pledges for future gifts
to surpass the goal about 18 monlhi ahead
of schedule, according to USC. Trustees
awarded Nikias a one-time SI 5 million
bonus three years ago, in part for the
"exceptional progress" in the $6 billion
campaign, according to federal tax filings.
When Puliafito was dean oft he medical
school, he regularly loutrd its success at
attracling multim1llion-dollar gifts from
alumni and other benefactors. In the
2015 fiscal year, Keck raised "almost $200
million,• according to 1he dean's newsletter
that October. He stepped down in March
2016. Total medical school fundra1sing for
the 2016 fiscal year was no1 immediately
available. but in the following fiscal year,
the school took m more than Sl48 million,
according to the internal documents.
David Callahan, the editor of Inside
Philanthropy and author of "The Givers."
which examines the influence of mcgadonors, said a downturn in fundraising al
USC could be "a short-term, bad taslc in
people's mouth" problem or something
more significan1.
"You can imagine some donors, 1f they
believe ii, feeling that 1hey lost faith in the
institution.■ Callahan said. When such
doubts fester, he added, some universities
look for new leadership.
Still, Callahan said, giving patterns can
swing and a handful of large donations
could wipe oul the shortfall altogether.
In its statement, USC said there were
several "significant gifu in the works~ that
will eventually dose the fundraising gap
at Keck.
Callahan said USC could work to
rebuild lrusc with donors by being
lransparent about how the university
dealt with Puliafito.
University admins commissioned such
a report, but have yet 10 release any of ila
findings. The univusi1y lapped former
U.S. Atty. Debra Wong Yang of the bluechip firm Gibson, Dunn & Crutche.r last
summer to lead a probe into Puliafito's
conduct as dean and the univeraity's
response.

David Schmidt
Copy Editor

l!lre1111', Chief N~otl,tor, Ml<hel B■mler (NPRJ

Since the Brexit vote, many have
pondered the queslion of what departure
will look Iikc in March of 2019? The types
of departure circulating are either Hard,
Soft, or Delayed Brexit? According to
NPR, recently "Britain has asked for an
extension of sorts, a 'transition period'
to case oul of the EU without an abrupt
impact on businesses.n The European
Union has approved of this motion and in
addition, the EU has accepted a provisional
agreement, which can be summed up as
incognito Brexit.
Under the operation of the incognito
plan, which was approved by the EU
negotiator, the United Kingdom would
ta.kc the time from March 2019 through
December 2020 to still operate within the
EU minus the power to YOte on any EU
policies. Existing EU laws and policies
would continue while any newfangled
policies would also be active. lhis
proV1sion, however, is getting a lot of
backfire from the UK. Furthermore, the
UK would continue to answer to a few
European courts.
In summary, this new path would
simply mean that the status quo continues
to be enforced, bul that the UK would ce~
to have any input in the decisions of the EU.
The EU negotiator Michel Bamier stated
the following to NPR, !he U.K. must
know lhese rules of the game and accept
them in the first place·. These instructions
were voled upon and approved within two

minutes by the remaining members of the

EU.
British officials havt for the most
part welcomed the proposed plan and
Prime Minister Theresa May's spokesman
commented on the situation stating that
the proposal was in many ways aligned
with the path that the British had in
mmd when lh,:y asked for a transilion
period. Though, pro-Brexit are not at all
pleased with this new path due to the basic
understanding that the UK will continue
lo be a member of the EU to an extent but
won't have any voice within the institution
while continuing to operate within.
Breii:it Secretary Da-.id Davu gave I
calm response lo a British pariiamcntary
committee "The existing regulatory
structure will u.ist; the existing cowl
structure win exist•, NPR reported. The
reasoning for the calm response of the new
proposed path for the official Brexit from
the EU i.s that the pcrtod (21 months) will
allow for the UK to discuss and ultimately
agree to much-needed trade deals with the
other European Union membership.
Yet, it is been reported that Britain is
exasperated to begin discussions on future
cconom1c boods with the remaining EU
affiliares. Though, these future d1scuss1ons
will have to be stalled until more guiding
principles are adopted at a summit of
European Leaders, which is planned to
commence m the month of Ma.rch.

l!lrlti•h cltl.r.•ns g■thar in protHI against Bre11lt (NPRJ
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Trump's $1.5 trillion tax plan defined
Hayley Wilcox
Co-Editor-In-Chief
January 20th of this year marked the one-year
anniversary of Donald Trump's inauguration into office
as President of the United States. Since being sworn
into office. the US economy has seen changes in its GDP
(rising 3 percent), redevelopment ofconsumer confidence,
the Dow Jones reaching record highs, and redefining the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). But
perhaps one of the more recent developments of Trump's
administration that has sparked conversation is his $1.5
trillion aTax Cuts and Job Act" signed at the end of this
past year. The bill was passed by the Senate on December
20th with the idea that its action will allow for less of a
dent in the federal deficit, cuts in corporate and mdividual
taxes, boost middle-income households, stimulate US
business, and more. With all this 1aken into account, here
are some of the important aspects of the plan we know
thus far.
In lerms of mcome brackets, the tax plan lowers the
taxation for all except the lowest and the 35th percent.
As per law, this is set to only go until the year 2025. The
bill also raises IRS income standard deductions for some.
For married couples, it was raised by $11K (from $BK to
S24K), for singles the raise nearly doubles from $6.5K to
S12K, and laslly for heads of: households it was a raise to
SISK. The tax bill has also placed a hold on personal tax
exemption, thus limiting individual deductions. What is
going to lift a weight off the federal deficit is putting an
end to the Obama administration's individual mandate
which allowed punishment for those exempt from health
care coverage. This is said to lower the federal deficit by
$338 billion by 2027. However, the downfall is that this
will take 13 million people out of the pool of those with
insurance.
There have also been changes to the state and local
taxations (SALT). State and local property laxations
have been allowed deductions up to SIOK. The changes
here have been a conversation for a hot topic and debate
as high-ta.x slates such as New York and New Jersey
bang lakcn off tax deductions would be dc(rlrnent.al.
More specifically, state and local taxes end al $10K.
Perhaps a large talk around the bill is the corporate tax
cut implementation lowering the corporatr tax rate to
20%. Families with children will also notice the raise to
the child tax credit, bumped to $21(, but only if the child
is younger than 17 and the legal guardian provides the
children's Social Security. Mortgage mterest deductions
have been deduced to $750K. The plan also expands lo
de.al with alternative minimum tax, 401K's, student loans,
raises single filers estate tax lo $11.2 million, caps net

Donald Trump signing into law the largest change to the United States Tax Code since 1986 (CNBQ

interest deductions, and much more.
So ult1mately, what does all of this mean for the average
American? In a recent Yahoo Finance report, author
Lauren Lyons Cole depiclS how this will play out for
different mcome levels of families of four. Essentially,
with the tax deductions taken into account in 2015 and
with assumptions a similar pattern will follow in 2018, the
following exhibits the tax cul.6 under the Senate's tax cut
plan:

$25,000 household income: estimated annual tax increase
ofS72.
$75,000 household income. estimated annual tax =ings
ofSl,711.
$175,000 household income: estimated annual tax savings
of S2,264.

Though for now the savings look promising, after 2025
when most of the proposed tax cuts expire, families will
actually be paying more with taxes. The largest problem
$25,000 household mcome. estimated .annual tax savings as well is that with the plan, though promises are towards
a mor~ stable income for the mJddJe-class, the tax cuts
of$100. .,
$75,000 household income, estimated annual ta:x savings are helping the top-tier income brackets the most. As
seen above, households with Sl75K under the House
of$2,244.
$175,000 household income: estimated annual tax savings Republican's bill can see $2K in a tax break while the
lower brackets will only be savmg not even $100.
of$3,095.
As the plan is in its early phases, il will be mteresting to
see how this will play out for Trump's administration and
The same situation applies below but with the House
US tax payers, businesses, and the federal deficit.
Republican's tax plan:
(All data in this article was sourced from Yahoo Finance)

tips fiorr graduates entering the workforce
Max Stone
Contributing Writer
In the extremely competitive business world that millennials are entering, success
takes more than one might think. Everyone has their own personal qualifications, skills,
and expertise. By doing well in school, working hard, and getting real hfe experience in
the job force, people tend to enhance their communication skills. This communication
1s an essential component to business as it links together everything crucial to the its
success. One of the most important keys to efl'eclive personal communication is eye
contact.
Let's first start out by analyzing communication during an interview Going into
an interview, it is expected that you are putting forth your best self. You are aiming to
prove that you are the right fit for the position, and through prompted conversation
and effective eye contact with the interviewer, your responses prove just how qualified
you are. Formal persuasion occurs, as you musl convince the interviewer that you
are more than capable of doing a great job and benefiting the company. Everyone has
qualifications unique from others, but how you present them determines whether you
gel the position or not. This is where proper and confident eye contact comes into play.
When eye contact is established, it gives more significance to what you are saymg. Tt
reveals how confident you are and truly engages the interviewer. The Websile Everyday
Interview Tips reveals that candidates who maintain eye contact during an interview are
assumed to be confident, focused and socially apt.
Due 10 the influence of social media and mcrea.sing technological usage within
society today, millenniaJs are beginning lo forget how important eye contact is. People
are communicating online more frequently, thus leading to less face to face interaction.
Several media platforms are used daily by millennials to communicate with one another,
and this is all done behind a screen. An article by Rick Weaver states that body language
experts contend it is difficult for someone to look another person in the eye when they
are lymg, therefore interviewers may adopt a negative assumption about a candidate who
delivers facts and figures, maJor accomplishments or past experiences while looking at
the table or off 10 the side. Eye contact 1s a way o£showing sincerity and passion as you
articulate yourself, which are two things that will make your formal persuasion very
effective.
When engaging in eye contact 1t 1s important not to give a death stare or locking eye
contact. This is sometimes seen as a form of intimidation, anger, and can potentially make
the interviewer uncomfortable. Instead, brief breaks in eye contact are very suitable It is

llllt11r1ialh are reported to lack the confidence to compete In the workforce
after college graduation (CNBC)

extremely important to apply this practice in every human interaction you have.
As mdlennials enter the business world today, creating a professional identity and
brand is crucial as competition is abundant. Whether it is a job interview, sales pitch, or
even speaking to a professor; proper and confidenl use of eye contact will put far more
meaning and sincerity behind your words. You must evaluate how you present yourself
because no matter how many credentials you think are backing you up, their value can
fluctuate depending on how they are presented by you.
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Bryant's Arc:h1Nay Investment Portfolio
Weekly news:

erformance:

Archway's weekl

Weekly Winners

Bonds
\'18.D. -

MME

1.51

US3Month

USGMonth
US2Year

2.11

USSVear

253

US10Year

2.70

US30Year

3.06

HCA Healthcare Inc

2

AbbVie Inc

9.96%

3

General Dynamics Corp

8.10%

4

Gilead Sciences Inc

7.83%

5

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd

3.84%

om

1.68

10.60%

1

W••kly Losers

1

Starbucks Corp

-7.29%

2

Apple Inc

-5.69%

3

Valero Energy Corp

-4.41%

4

Union Pacific Corp

-4.24%

5

Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund

-3.99%
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The Bitcoin toss: to invest or not to invest
Allyson Mendez
Contributing Writer
B1tcoin has been ma.king headline news since its debut in 2009. There has been a
debate on whether or not bitcoin is the future of currency or if it's just another passing
fad. But first, what is bitcoin? Bitcoin 1s an anonymous cryptocurrency that is supposed
to be used as a secure way of making purchases onlinc. Bitcoin is neither backed by any
bank, nor is it pnnted. Bitcoins arc made by a high powered compuler that uses a system
of mathematical formulas to umme" b1tcoins and distribute them on a wide network.
Mining is when the bitcoins transactions arc verified and are added to the block chain or
record books. There is also has a hard cap at 21 million bitcoins in circulation as of right
now. While in its early years Bitcom was not taxed however. many countries found that
B1tcom could make black market trading much easier to do. In the US, we tax bitcoin the
same way that you would any of your other assets like property or any other investments.
The IRS has also made it mandatory for bitcoin users to keep a thorough record of every
transaction made using bitcoin.
Bitcoin docs give you quite a bit of freedom to do whatever you want to do with
your money because there are no central authorities, like banks that could potentially
hold your money or pile on extra fees. Not only that. Bitcoin is also not held together by
any borders or boundaries through things like currency exchanges. There is also no real
restrictions or regulation on bitcoin. For example, In May 2011, 12-yeac-old Erik Finman
was able to turn his $1,000 into a million dollars by the time he turned 18 years old. In a
coinreport article it was staled that finman took the money that he amassed and created
his own startup onJine tutoring program. Bitcoin is also great if you're looking for an
anonymous way to store your money. Now that PayPaJ ha, begun transferring money
into bitcoins, it has become even easier to purchase bitcoins. At what cost are you paying
for control of your money and security of your identity with bitcoin~
There are a few drawbacks with bitcoin. For cnmplc, since bitcoin isn't backed by
any banks its value is constantly fluctuating with the ever changing marlc.c:t. According
the Guardian newspaper, within the course of 2 years' bitcoin wen! from costing $300
to a whopping $11,000, then dropped back down to Sl0,000 in December 2017, and then
drop to $8,399 as of February -4th, 2018. A big question that many people considCI"ing
buying into bitcoin have is, what can I buy with bitcoin? While many people who buy
bitcoins often we them hke stock and sit on them until they become more valuable.
there are very few places that accept bitcoin as a form of payment. As of 2018, most of

Bitcoin logo (theme~.com)

the stores that will accept b1tcoin are onhne relailers and small onlinc businesses. There
are, however, a few big names like Subway, Xbox, Reddit, Overstock and a few others
that have begun accepting bitcoins. Another issue with bitcoin is that people don't really
know too much about bitcoin beyond lhc fact that it's a type of onlinc currency. Bitcoin
is also still a relatively new technology and can be considered to be underdeveloped. In
an article done by Time Magazine, Yale economist Robert Shiller spoke about bitcoin
saying it "has no value at all unless there is some common consensus that it has value• he
later went on to say bitcoin "might totally collapse and be forgotten"
There you have it both sides of the bitcoin. There are upsides to bitcoin that beat
physical money, and there are aspttts that make bitcoin a nsk to get involved m. Whether
you believe that b1tcoin and other cryplocurrenciC"S are the •currency of the future or
not, it is still valuable to look at both sides and weigh the pro, and cons of it. The more
thal people become aware of different currencies and investments and what 1t can or
cannot do for you, the more control you have over your money and how it's being spent.
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Bryant Women's Lacrosse 2018 preview
Francesca Smigliani
Contributing Author
This past Thursday night, the Lady Bulldogs lined up at the half time of the Men's
Basketball game for the acceptance of their NEC Championship rings from the 2017
season. lhe Women's Lacrosse team had an extremely successful 2017 season landing
them the regular season championship along with going undefeated in the NEC playoffs,
and becoming the NEC Champions.
This season the Bulldogs have grown stronger and are determined ti) bring back
another NEC title. The team has now gained ten new freshmen, ranging within a wide
variety of positions. ~The Freshman class came in very strong and all fall they have been
meshing really well with the rest of the team. I've seen their confidence grow so much
and they arc going to help us a lot when taking on our new and challenging schedule
this spring", says sophomore attacker, Caitlin Breglia. The remaining ten seniors have
been lucky enough to have received two rings in the past three years and are cager to get
another one!
The Senior class has made it their goal to go undefeated this season and they, along
with 1he rest of the team, are iully prepared to turn that goal into a reality. Junior
captain, Lauren Brillon said "I am really c.x.cited for this upcommg season. r feel that
this year is going to be a special one m terms of reaching our goals and earning that
Top 20 team status. With an experienced group of upperclassmen and a talented group
of underclassmen, we are prepared more than ever to compete with any team on our
schedule." The returners are all so excited to start off their season with the first saimmage
against Yale, on February 10th.
Returnmg for her 6th year is Head Coach, Jill Batchelor, who is excited to lead this team
to yet another championship. Coach Jill has turned the program around, and turned this
team into what it is today. If it weren't for her drive, mot1vat1on, and confidence within
the players, the Women's Lacrosse program would not be such a success. Returning to the
team is two of the ass1sta nt coaches from last year: Kelsca Donnelly and Madison Lesher.
Kelsea joined the Lady Bulldogs last year after graduating from Townson University, as
the first goalie coach that the girls have ever had. The entire team had nothing but raves
about how much of a difference the goalies have seen m their play. ~It's so greal having a Bryant lacrosse Is hopefully for• succesful 2018 season fliryanrArh~ioJ
coach who feels so passionately abou1 our sport. She has given us so much guidance and
helped us improve our game so much both physically and mentally, and I am so thankful came to Bryant she instilled in each player, the con fidmce they need to be successful and
to have had that here for my last two years", says senior goalie, Samantha Santeramo.
a behef that you are an important of this team, no matter who you were before you came
Coach Maddison Lesher has also returned for another year of coaching after here. She took the time to individualized relationships with each teammate and created
graduating from Loyola Umvers1ty. Maddie has been a huge component to the Bulldogs an atmosphere that made all of us want to constantly get better."
defensive portion of the team. Her skill and lacrosse IQ have tremendously helped the
The team cannot wait to get the ball rolling. With preseason already underway, the
team's defense become Lhc backbone of their success. She is constantly adding new ideas girls are patiently waiting to start competing and make history!
to help make this program grow. Senior captain Amanda Moss said, "Ever since Maddie

McDaniels to remain Pats coordiantor
Steven Santos
Sports Editor
In a stunning turn ofevents, current offensive coordinator of the New
England Patriots, Josh McDaniels, decided to remain in the position
instead of accepting the role of head coach with the Indianapolis Colts.
The move not only assuredly surprised the Colts, but also infuriated
the franchise. Plans were set in stone for McDaniesl to be introduced
along with Colts Owner & CEO Jim Irsay, and General Manager,
Chris Ballard, until McDaniels seemingly had a change of heart. The
Colts and McDaniels came to agreements mtroducing him as head
coach at around 11am on February 6th. Plans were made for the Colts
future, as McDaniels recruited other coaching members to join him in
Indianapolis. These coaches have already spent time in Colts facilities
and agreed to contracts, leaving the Colts in a peculiar position. They
must reignite their search process all the while dealing with McDaniels
preferred staff members on board, albeit without McDamels as a part
of the organization. Reggie Wayne was quoted saying about the move
speechless... I've talked with people in the Colts organization and
they feel like they've been hoodwinked." While true meaning behind
McDaniel's motive is only speculation for now, a few sources close to the
situation brought up a few key decision points that may have been behind
the move.
According to those close to him, McDaniels appreciate the stability
of being a member of the Patriots, and living m New England since
2012. He may have changed his mind based on the security and comfort
for his family. This desire to provide stability for his family is one that
McDaniels has brought up in the past, and could be a part of the case
here. McDaniels also has strong relationships with those inside the
organization, possibly affected his ability to pack up and leave to an entire
new organization. Speculation aside, his last !ccond decision to back out
will definitely spark additional questions m the near future. NFL reporter
Adam Schelter also reported that over the past forty-eight hours, Patriots
owner Rob Kraft "sweetened his contract, helping to entice McDaniels to
remam m New England."
For the Patriots, a team that just lost their defensive coordinator Man
Patricia to the Lions, this is a huge win. Effectively replacing a defensive
coordinator and offensive coordinator in a year that led them to a near
Super Bowl victory would have been a challenge that may have taken
longer than one season. For now, fans can breathe a sigh of relief, as
McDaniels will be back with the Pats for the upcoming season. Although,
the upcoming months may be filled with speculation and questionmg
over what had truly happened in McDaniels mind that altered his
decision.

·rm

Pats fans can enjoy another season with this duo of Brady and McDaniels working together
(WashingtonPost)
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Super Bowl LIi Recap: Patriots vs Eagles
Alisi Motu'apuaka
Contributing Author
The biggesl, most important football game of the year is debatably the Super Bowl.
On February 4th, 2018, the Philadelphia Eagles took on the New England Patriots for
Super Bowl LIi, both with SJmilar goals in mind to win.
The game started In the first quarter with the Eagles making their presence known
early, opening up the Super Sowl with a field goal. The Patriots, however, answer back.
quickly with a field goal in return. 1he Eagles' offense slowly getting warm, respond with
a touchdown pass from their backup quarterback, Nick Poles. Although they eventually
miss their e:ictra point, they still gain a lead of six with the score of9-3.
The Patriots look like they'll come back with a touchdown as the Eagles did. but as
the time expires, the learns switch sides as it was now the second quarter. They begin
the quarter with a field goal attempt, but unfortunately they miss it. The Eagles cannot
capitaliz:.c on the Patriots' missed field goal as the Patriots' defense hold them to a punt.
The Patriots defense seem as if they are warmed up, however their offense cannot take
advantage of the hard work of their defense, cventua.lly being held up by the Eagles
det'ense, turning the ball over on downs. The Eagles take over, as their running back
runs In their first rushing touchdown, making the score 15-3. They try to make up for the
missed extra point earlier in the game by going for a 2-point conversion, bul the Palriots
defense step up and do not allow it.
The Patriots' offense responds quickly with a big run play down the field for a 45-yard
gain. Not being able to use their screen play to their advantage, the Patriots must settle
for a field goal where they now stand at a score of 15-6. The Eagles gain massive yardage
by their running back, Blunt; however, a big deflection on a touchdown pass ends up in
the hands of a Patriou' defender, counting for the first turnover of the night.

Nick Foles was brilliant during Super Bowl UI (USATodayJ

(MainGoteSquareJ

New England finally gels a rushing touchdown. but unfortunately mm their extra
point, and are only down by three points. With under 38 seconds of the first half left,
Philadelphia goes for the touchdown, running a trick play and scoring off of a throw to
their own quarterback.. Nick Fole5. The Patriots move quickly with 34 seconds left, trying
to get more points on the board. Not being able to make any progress, the score stays 2212 going into halftime.
After a slow 6rst quarter, both teams pick up the pace in the second quarter. The
Eagles lead the Patriots 22 -12 despite a first half of missed PAT's and 2-point conversions.
The Patriots stay composed as they are said to be a second half team, while the Eagles try
1101 to let this lead get to their heads as Chey attempt to make history and capture their
first Super Bowl win. The third quarter starts off with the Patriots receiving the ball as
they open up the 1«ond half with a scoring throw from Brady to Gronkowski. Their
eittra point is good u they are now only trailing by three with a score of22-l9.
The Eagles quickly strike back with a touchdown that is debated by the refs,
commentators and undoubtedly New England fans. They extend their lead back to ten
points, but the Patriots waste no time as they score right back with another touchdown
pass. Hoping to extend their lead back to ten, the Patriots' defense holds the Eagles to
a field goal with the score being 32-26, only down by six. The Patriots eventually take
their first lead o(the game with a touchdown pass, once again, leading by just one point
at 33.32_
After running down the clock. the Eagles score a touchdown, taking back the lead a.I
38-33. They go for another 2-point conYff'Sion and do not SUCCffd. The Parriots get the
ball back and are only down five points. With 2:09 lcft on the clock, Brady makes his 6nt
turnover al potentially the worst possible time of the game as the Eagles' defensive line
knock the ball out of Brady's hand and recover the fumble. 1he Eagles take advantage of
the Patriots' turnover and score a field goal, eittendmg their lead by eight at 41-33. The
Patriots start at the 9-yard line as the Super Bowl slowly comes to an end with less than
one minute to go.
The Eagles defensive linemen step up once aga.J.n in this crucial time, but Brady
still finds a way to throw a first down pass on 4th and 10 with 26 seconds left. Brady
evffltually must throw a Hail Mary as the dock dwindles down. With no time left on the
clock, Brady's thrown ball is juggled around in the end zone, but unfortunately cannot
find the hands of a Patriots' receiver, ending the Super Bowl. lhe Philadelphia ugles
make history, earning the program's first Super Bowl win with a score of 41-33.
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Logan Paul and the growing toxicity of
YouTube's increasing influencers
_._;.__""""""'!1,.,a!l!lil

Christopher Groneng
News Section Editor
YouTube's reign over the ever-expanding videosharing environment that now epitomizes a vast swathe
of the internet is nothing short of daunlingly impressive.
It has given rise to a global interconnectedness never
before seen and is responsible for the recognition and
fame of thousands of once-ordinary people; musicians,
comedians, talk show personalities, podcasters, authors,
directors, actors, and even Logan Paul.
If you have never heard of Logan Paul, firstly,
congratulations, and secondly, that is probably for the best.
However, he and his brand of video content are pivotal
p&eces in the popularity puz.z.le that has now become the
frantic search for YouTube stardom.
Logan Paul, a generically handsome, muscular,
charismatic, energetic, blonde twenty-something. got
his start with internet fame on Vine, a popular (and now
terminated) video-sharing smartphone app. His fan base
grew around his comical, culturally relevant, and not
particularly special six-second videos shot predominantly
m his college dorm room and various places throughout
his local community.
As his internet fame grew, so did the complexity and
detail of his videos, in which he employed the use of a
greater variety of "narcatives" in his mini-sketches, as
well as the introduction of other characters, such as his
younger brother Jake (now also an inexplicably famous
YouTube personality), to increase the overall wow-faclor
of his content. Upon Vine's demise in early 2017, Paul
moved his video empire over to YouTube, where he began
making longer vtdeo-blog (more commonly known as
"vlog") style content and even launched his own clothing
brand, Maverick Apparel.
The gist of his YouTube strategy - and admittedly
the . strateu,..pf many, many othe.r aspiring YouTube
celebrities - is this: embody no particularly reputable or
marketable skills, act like a feckless child, participate in
sponraneously outrageous and sophomorically comedic
activities, surround yourself with attractive and otherwise
uninteresting sycophants, and pretend like your actions
have no worldly consequences.
This sordid strategy, coupled with his already large Vine
fan base, has garnered him over 15 million subscribers,
the overwhelmingly vast majority of these being young,
teenaged boys. While this may sound like a needless
tidbit at present, it will become abundantly dear why that
matters so profoundly.
On New Year's Eve 2017, Logan Paul uploaded a new
video to his YouTube channel titled "We found a dead
body in the Japanese Suicide Forest . •, with the thumbnail
of said video bemg a presumably shocked Logan Paul
juxtaposed ever so distastefully next to a partially blurred
image of a suicide victim hanging by the neck from a
tree. Already a horrific start to a YouTube video available
for viewing by any human being with access to the
internet, the video begins with a half-hearted disclaimer
regarding the sensitive nature of the video followed by
Paul aggrandizing himself for •breaking new ground" by
filming and pubhshmg footage of a dead body for mass
consumption on the world's most ubiquitous and easily
accessible video-sharing platform.
The video then skirts over to the vlog portion of the
upload, which features a disgustingly childish Logan
Paul adorned m a hoodie from his own brand and a
Monsters Inc. winter cap, the placement of which on his
head causing his outdated Bieber haircut to sprawl even
more obnoJCiously from his scalp than usual. He is shown
frolicking around with his sycophantic, and equally as
shameless, friends m a parking lot adjacent to what is
widely referred to as the Japanese Suicide Forest, named
so because it is a forest in Tapan where a disproportionately
large amount of people go to take their own lives.
Somehow finding comedy in this very sullen and
morbid location, Pau I and his group of socially unaware,
immature tourists begin talking into the camera about

Logan Paul publicly apologizing after his video received scrutiny (NBC News)
entenng the forest to find out if it is truly as haunted as that were being released through YouTube's newly mmted
people claim it to be. And, as you can upect from both the paid subscription scr~ce ca!l~d You:ube Red. rem~ve
title, thumbnail, and setup of the entire video up until the him from one of Reds televt~1on _scnes, and e_JCpel him
most recent point that has been described, they stumble from Google Preferred, thus prnc.hmg off a portion of the
upon a dead body.
over $17 m~llion in You~be revenue he once received.
Almost immediately after discovering the body However, his unceremonious departure f~om YouTu~
hanging from a tree far beyond the beaten path, Paul celebrity could very well not end up occurnng, and thats
and his gang of immoral idiots begin disrespecting and the worst part.
,
verbally desecrating the body and the circumstances that
We have already seen Logan Paul _s fan b~~e react to the
may have led to the death. Tasteless jokes are seemingly video and the content that preceded It, and 1t s aJI been the
unending, as well as close-up shots of the dead man's same: unhmdered idol~~tion an~ praise, no matter the
face and extremities, off-hand remarks about the circumstance. These millions of kids have been groomed
personal experience of viewing a dead body, and almost by Paul and other YouTubers ~ike him_ to view whale~er
congratulatory overtones - as if it were a commendable they releas~ mto the w~rld with nothmg hut adorah~>n
or laudable accomplishment to have found, captured on and exaltatmn,_ to the point of extreme e~cess; to the pomt
video, and made light of a victim of suicide in a country where even ~omg so far as lo fil~ and JO~e about a dead
where suiCide and mental health are major public health body for one s own personal gam 1s met with hundreds of
crises.
thousands of thumbs up. In the wake of heavy criticism,
Within hours ofits uploading, the video received nearly they have even begun defending Paul and his actions.
10 million views and 600,000 likes. A deplorable aspect So no, this video is not the end of Logan Paul's YouTube
about this exacerbated dumpster fire of a video is that it prominence. A speedbump, maybe, but nothing that can't
was uploaded to an audience of children, teenaged boys be recovered from with a few more hoodies and goofy hats
who, for whatever unimaginable reason, look up to Logan and whac:ky antics.
Logan Paul - while in his own nght has created a
Paul as a role model and a figure of success, masculinity,
and idolization. These boys, in loyalty and in what can plague of undeserved attention, money collecting. and
only be described as brainwashed ignorance then gave the popularity - is representative of a much greater to.xiCity
video those millions of views and hundreds of thousands among his archetype of YouTube inftuencers; the
of likes. The content is already sickening enough without people who invade young minds wilh valueless content,
the implicatmns of unprepared eyes and emotionally ingratialed and engorged with physical comedy, luxurious
underdeveloped brains consuming and retaining this vehicles and material goods, immature behavior, and
grossly mature visual information.
culturally relevant yet completely unoriginal jokes and
The video has since been taken down after receiving a recycled narratives.
They are not the John and Hank Green's or the Casey
burst of well-deserved backlash from the greater YouTube
community, as well as several major news outlets, all of Neistat's, or the Tyler Oakley's; those creators on YouTube
whom characterized the video as a tasteless, tone-deaf who make worthwhile, interesting, tastefully innocuous,
dehumanization of the very serious and pressing issues and quality-driven video content and who care about their
of suicide and mental health. Paul issued both a video subscribers, even a little bit. They are the bottom-of-theand written apology, the latter being more excusatory barrel. store brand, dime-a-dozen, morally ambivalent (if
and braggadocious than remorseful, throughout which not bankrupt) con artists who use groundbreaking and
he boasts about both his masuve presence on the internet substantial internet platforms like YouTube to peddle their
and his tireless •workn ethic, aa well as concluding his fruitless wares and tnck millions of kids into thinking
senliments with a peace sign emoji and the self-promoting their content is worth anything other than a perfunctory
hashtag, #Logang4Life. After weeb of social media scoff and a one-way ticket to cultural obscurity. And
isolation, he also uploaded a video regarding suicide they do it all while being paid an aggregate of tens, if not
prevention; seemingly obligatory in nature as a means of hundreds, of millions of dollars.
making I neffect ua I amends with Lhe world at-large.
Logan Paul and his imitative counterparts are the worst
Many admonishers have predicted that this that YouTube has to offer, and it's hurting the platform,
monumental mistake may cost Logan Paul his large hurting social media as a whole, hurting the reputations
fan base and popularity in the weeks to come. After aJI, of more distinguished internet mftuencers, and hurting
YouTube - following an eleven-day vow of silence - finally young people.
stated that they would put Paul's current movies on hold
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USA Gymnastics: becoming role models
for all girls all around the world-•"'!"~~------~---=-----Carli LoPresti
Web Assistant
On every social media website and every news station. there are videos of
the USA Women's Gymnastics team speaking out about Larry Nassar. For
those of you who hve under a shell and do not know about Larry Nassar, he was
the Olympic doctor for the gymnastics team throughout the years. In his lime
bemg a doctor, he sexually assaulted 265 gtrls without anyone knowing about it,
saying he was giving them -treatment." Over the past couple of months, the girls
whom he assaulted have been commg forward, giving their statements in court.
Toe powerful statements really struck the nation as Aly Raisman gave her statement
on January 19, 2018. Though this assault could have destroyed her life, she was more
put-together than anyone would have ever expected. She had the strength Lo tell her
perpetrator what no one would have ever anticip.ated. During her statement, she looked
Nassar in the eye and saJd, •Larry, you do realize now that we, this group of women
you so heartlessly abused over such a long period of time, are now a force and you are
nothing. The tables have turned, Larry. We are here. We have our voices, and we are not
gomg anywhere. And now, Larry, it's your turn to listen to me," reported Time. Without
hesitation, she told Nassar he is now nothing to her, to the victims and to the world.
Just a couple days ago, the father of three daughters who were of Nassar's
many victims, ran towards Nassar in anger, wanting to ha.rm him for what he
had done. He asked the judge for five minutes in the room with "the demon."
Just shortly after the judge said no, that is when he tried to harm Nassar. While
he was standing up for his daughters, "physical violence should not be the
answer," according to Angela Povilaits, Michigan's .Assistant Attorney General
As for the rest of the world, what we know is there have been 70 statements made
to Nassar about his actions, with at least 50 more waiting on their time to show their

Gymnastics doctor, Larry Nassar, being convicted of his crimes (NewsdoyJ
demon how strong they are. The USA Women's Gymnastics team is creating a trend
for girls to speak out if something similar has happened to them. 11-us immoral act 1s
something that should never be shrugged off but rat her investigated to the full potential.
Larry Nassar is just one perpetrator of sexual assault in this world. and the girl! who
spoke out to him are creating a world where it wdl be safe to tell anyone who has
harmed you-these girls arc showing that they ARE strong without Nassar and they
ARE better than him. There is nothing wrong with them, nothing they needed to be
treated for, and most importantly, they are standing up for what they believe in freedom.

The ongoing battle of Bryant students: Man vs Salmo
David Meikle 11
Contributing Writer
Upon first appearance, Salmanson Dining Hall is a
beautiful and spacious facility that seems to offer all the
necessary requirements in order for myself and other
Bryant students to eat healthy and delicious meals.
Unfortunately, the beautiful appearance of the Salmanson
Dining Hall cannot make up for its lack of quality
food produccct by Sodexo Dining Services. In a recent
article written by Tyler McNulty, News Editor for •The
Advocate". McNulty reports that, ·Last month, Sodexo's
food quality was reviewed by ·rs IL Bad For You~· website
writer DeeAnne Oldham, of Katy, Texas, who gave the
company's food quality an F rating." Sodc:xo's inability to
produce high quality food is aggravating to students who
desire food that has great taste, and very health conscious
students like myself who desire food with great nutrition.
Many students, including myself, find the food
produced in Salmanson Dining Hall consistently has poor
taste and 1s of bad quahty overall. Seeking to eat food other

lhan pizza or burgers, I often find myself choosing chicken
over those options in order to eat healthier. However, the
chicken I eat consistently not only has poor taste, but is
also very chewy and dry. This food makes il undesirable to
eat healthy because you would rather eat pizza instead of
dry chicken. To make matters worse, the food that usually
is universally good everywhere you go, such as pizza and
burgers, have poor taste as well. The pizza is bland, while
some of the rolls on the burgers I have had were hard and
dry. The combination of tasteless healthy food and bland
"unhealthy" food, make Salmanson's food undesirable by
students like myself.
Sodexo's lack of quality options. combinl!'d with thdr
destruction of healthy food, create disgruntled students
who are forced to consistently seek tastier and healthier
alternatives for nutrition. Whether I go to Salmanson
during the summer or winter sessions, or the traditional
fall and sprmg semesters, Sodexo frequently provides the
same variety offoods for students. Even if the food was still
oflow quality, having a variety oflow quality foods would
still improve the Salmanson Dining Hall experience.
Instead, we are provided with the same yogurt, fruit,

pizza, grill food, and sandwich ba.r options every single
day. Sodexo also typically provides "healthy" food options
such as mixed vegetables or a variety of other supposedly
healthy foods. However, Sode.xo will frequently douse the
vegetables and food m high calorie dressing or soak it in
butter. These food preparation choices create unhealthy
"healthy" options, full of fat and high in calories. The
lack of options, combined with the deslruction of their
"healthy" alternatives, angers both myself and other
students.
Sodexo's consistent food production with limited
options that are both of low quality and a.re unhealthy
al!'ate anger amottgst mys~lf and my ~ s at Bryant.
While we as students face copious amounts of pressure
to perform in a multitude of areas in our lives, the food
provided in the Salmanson Dmmg Hall does not provide
me with the energy I need to handle these stresses.
Although one may believe Salmanson has all the tools
necessary to provide adequate nutrition to students, its
provider cannot uphold their end of the deal and provide
high quality food that allows students to be successful in
alJ areas of their lives..

Coming Soon - Ask Archie's Second Semester
Ask Archie for his honest advice on any of questions you have been pondering
Send your questions to c:iskari
1t.edu
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Food gone to waste- what can you do?
Next, and this is a huge one, when you are just about done with a jar of peanut
butter, do not close il up and recycle it until there is literally nothing leJt. The residue
amounts that builds up on the sides usually is enough to last for at least one or two more
38 million tons. 76 billion pounds. That is how much food goes to waste in sandwiches or snack. Know that food products with expiration dates can typically be
America, annually. Worldwide food waste is an even more horrific number: 1.3 billion prolonged by placing them in the freezer. The same goes for fruits. Eat your apples, pears,
tons (2.6 trillion pounds). Let that sink in for a moment. Roughly 40% of all food is and bananas to the core. There really is no need to throw away perfectly good food. Eat
thrown away, never lo be seen again. This is a serious problem. There is such a beautiful as if you know in the back of your mind that each meal could very well be the last for a
thing in this world that seems to be ancient to so many people - leftovers. Never heard of while. Now that does not mean to binge eat. Just know that you might be blind-tossing
it? It is a good idea to invest one minute of your life into finding out what exactly leftovers food or drinks when there is more to consume.
If you come across a can of beans, com, or any other food good that you realize
are.
Most people are guilty of throwing away some portion of their food on a regular you will never eat, take the initiative to donate it Bring it to a food kitchen, your school,
basis. Whether that is a whole plate full, half a plate, or just a small portion of the meals or your work. If there is no food drive going on, start one!
By simply being aware of this food epidemic, we can save hundreds of pounds
we cook, it all adds up. Food wasle also accounls for molded bread, the yogurt that
expires, and the meal you are ~all set" with at a restaurant. What ends up happening m of food from going to waste. Everything adds up. Spread the word to your friends and
all situations is people resolve to merely toss the remains into the rubbish. Unfortunately, family. Mah it known to them that America leads the world in food waste. Do not be a
there are in fact many countries around the world of which the people would do just contributor it. Do your part to save the environment, and those not so fortunate as us.
about anything for just a small amount of food. Instead of wasting food, every last human
being should think twice before disregarding extra food remains.
The next time you walk into a cafeteria and 611 up a plate of food, be sure you are
going to eat everything you pile on. All it I akes is a little bit of planning ahead of time.
Know exactly how hungry you are. The next time you order a pasta dish at a restaurant,
ask to take the remains home with you instead of wasting the other half of the meal. And
finally, the next time you buy a loaf of bread, be sure to actually use it all before it grows
mold.
It is rather common to not care about wasting food because we do not have to
worry about when our next meal 1s going to be. All residential college students are all on
meal plans, and therefore can all eat at just about any time, without having to think about
it. In some countries, people do not have the luxury orall you can eatn food. This is a
serious epidemic that everyone must really consider.
Before you go to a restaurant or the dining hall, take a minute to ask yourself
how hungry you really are. Listen to what your body i& telling you. Start with less food
than you need on the plate, and if you end up wanting more, go back for more. It is so
easy to grab two orthree plates offood when It is right there in front of you. But it is easier
to just take one plate and go from there. Also, be sure to stay hydrated. Drink a full glass
of water bcf<Xe eating so you will feel fuller, and thus, you will not be tempted to grab
unn«euary amounts of food, just to end up throwing it out.
Leftovers can taste just as good as the original version of whatever meal it is you
made. If you eat at a dining hall, bring a small container and package up whatever you
cannot cat. Heat it up in the microwave at a later time.
Wb.en you .ace at the sroire, be iimart about what you buy. Only buy what you
need. Make a list and stick to that list as if you're being paid for it. Make sure to buy dairy America wastes almost haff of all food, which leads to several disastrous short
products that will not cxpue for at least a week. Then when you get home, organize all and long term effects that are highty degrading to society (TasctBefortYouWastt)
your groceries by expiration date; upcoming dates in front and longer dates in back.

Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

Minimalism. • . what the future holds
Melissa Hurwitz
Staff Writer

and more. When you buy a product like an iPhone tha1 you
are obsessed wtth, then a few mon1hs laler a newer, more
advanced iPhone becomes pre-sent on the marut. These money
consuming companies enforce this pressure on the consumer
that what they have is 'not good enough.' This often translates
people to feeling dissatisfied with what they currently have.
These effects cause people to be the hunt always for the best, or
something better in order to feel as if they fit into society.
I
Our society tends to give our things too much of a
meaning than it deserves. We are constantly surrounded by
companies convincing us that we need more. We are always
being reminded that we are 'out of style' unless we buy this
I
certain product. We see celebrities and models glamorously
wearing or using these products, causmg us to want them
more. By giving into these industries and these pressures, we
are giving up our freedom lo consumerism.
Minimalism is a growing movement today. It is
commonly perceived as a lifestyle where someone contains
less than 100 items, does not have a television, is a vegetarian/
vegan, and docs not possess any 'nice' things, living a boring
lifestyle. These are all false misconceptions! Minimalism is a
lifestyle that helps one find their own freedom, REAL freedom.
Minimalists have the ability lo live without the envy
of'wanling' more and more. There are many different types of
minimalisls and there is lhe freedom to choose how you want
to live your life with purpose, not things.
Minimalism gives people the freedom to take control
over their own lives. They get to decide how they want to apply
their energy into the world. Whether it be focusing on a hobby,
traveling, or focusing on family. Whatever it may be that is
necessary for your own happiness, with less 'things' duttenng
As we continue on throughout various stages of our
your hfc, you have the energy to apply that to, rather than
lives, it Is best to strive for self-improvement rather than applying it into materialislic things.
being one step ahead of everyone else. (ElittFTS)
This consumer culture that we live in according
lo Cladwell (a startup company that aims to create capsule
The one commonalily between us humans is that we wardrobes) states that in 1930, the 'average women only has
all want one thing. lo be genuinely happy. The challenge is how 36 pieces of clothing in her closet' However, today, the average
we achieve that happiness. Many fill the void of their constant women contain '120 items of clothing, but 80% go unworn."
pursue of obtaining more materialistlc things. Minimalists
Overall, we have one short life to live. The freedom
find happiness in life, not through things.
associated with minimalism gives you the freedom to live
We are a part of a culture surrounded by inHuences your life the way you want, wilhout being so largely influenced
from almost every industry forcing society to buy more by consumensm. With less stuff, there is less time applied

~

to organizing, there is less stress from no clutter, giving you
more time to apply your energy to living your life the way you
want to without feehng this void in compulsive consumption.
Whether you consider becoming a minimalist or not, the basic
underlying concept can be applied to everyone's lives.
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Know your values, stick to your path, follow your
ambitions, and shut ~II distractions ~way. (Fluenru)
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Oscar picks for 2018-a year to remember
Christopher Groneng
News Editor

Will take place on March 4, 2018 at the Dolby
Theatre in Hollywood to honor the best films of 2017
(lmpelRepon}

2017 was a fantastic year in 61m; probably the
best year of the last five. It was a perfect melding of rising
talent and classic staples of British-American cinema. And
the wait for nominations is ft nally over. So without further
ado, here arc my picks for "The Big Five" winners at the
90th Academy Awards.
Best Screenplay (original or adapted). Call Me by Your
Name
Call Me by Your Name has ~en getting a great
deal of attention, despite it ~ing a small, independent
production with a limited theatrical release. .And it's no
surprise why. It's the stuff of legend. Adapted from Andre
Aciman's 2007 novel of the same name, James Ivory's
script is methodical and ingenious in the progression of
its storytelhng. It captures the essence ofthe novel's innate
sensuality and curiosity, and weaves 1t seamlessly into a
two-hour script of a rapturous coming-of-age tale. It's
sophisticated, heartwarming, and present in its emotional
complexity. It also does a fantastic job of staying true
to major points of the book's plot and even creatively
incorporates some of the book's detailed mmuti.a.
Best Director: Christopher Nolan, Dunkirk
Dunkirk is a visual masterpiece. I would go so far
as saying that 1t is the most well-made movie of 2017. From
a technical standpoint. it is breathtaking. The setting is
both grand and claustrophobic. The cinematography is
gritty and raw, while somehow remaining precise and
deli~rate in its aims. Most, if not all, of the movie's action
sequences were shot using practical effects, with little-tono CGI employed whatsoever. The tension is built upon in
unparalleled systematic brilliance. And it's all shot on film.
None of this would have occurred if not for Christopher
Nolan.
Regarded as one of 1he highest grossing and
most critically acclaimed directors of all time, Nolan is
responsible for The Dark Knight Trilogy, as well as 20l0's
Inception and 2014's Interstellar. Now, I am not a fan of
Inception and Interstellar, because.as far as I'm concerned,
they're self-righteous, pseudo-intellectual, overindulgent,
overrated bore-fests with little beyond acting talent and
interesting visuals to be considered redeemable qualities.

But Dunkirk is different. It is simple in every sense of the Jewish adolescent livmg with his parents at theu family
word, while still retaining the kind ofv1sual intricacy and villa in Northern Italy during the summer of 1983. Every
grandiosity that no other movie was able to capture this summer, his father (a distinguished Classics professor)
year. Christopher Nolan is a master of visual storytelling, chooses a doctoral student to live with the family and
and for that he deserves an Oscar.
assist Ill academic research. That summer, Professor
Perlman's research assistant i3 a handsome twenty-fouryear-old Jew by the name of Oliver. Throughout the book,
Best Actress: Margot Robbie, I, Tonya
Margot Robbie appeared on the acting scene Eho and Oliver gradually and painstakingly develop a
relatively recently, and in a big way. Her first major film romantic relationship with each other that both blooms
role was Martin Scorsese's 2013 film The Wolf of Wall and struggles as the story progresses.
The movie tells the story with a fortitude and
Street, where she starred opposite Leonardo DiCaprio. Her
next major role was Harley Quinn in 2016's Suicide Squad. vision unlike any other movie I've seen this past year. It is
The movie itself was not great, but Robbie showcased her magnificent rn its meandering, elaborative in its emotion,
acting range with bombast and enthusiasm. And that primal in its passion, and saturated in sensuality. It is a
range is displayed ~autifully while she plays the infamous brooding coming ofage story coupled with an unorthodox
professional figure skater Tonya Harding in I, Tonya, as and gripping love story, intertwined with a conflictive
she plummets from the best and most unorthodox female character sludy that pits desire against indecisiveness and
figure skater in the world to a tarnished, morally dubious love against time.
social pariah.
Luca Guadagnino directs the film to perfection
Her pertormance is everything you'd want and should'vc been nominated for Best Director; his
out of a biopic portrayal. She takes a conventionally work is second-to-none. It's beautifully shot, with lush,
unattractive and universally despised figure in sports static, holding long shots of the beauliful Italian scenery
history and turns the entire perception of her on its juxtaposed so fluidly with dose-ups of actors and
head. Robbie transforms Harding into a sympathetic, important set pieces. The soundtrack is compelling and
heart-wrenching character study on lhe influences of tonally significant as well, with it fluctuating from melodic
compassion, ambition, and societal norms; and it's one piano to the unique sound of Suijan Stevens' hauntingly
of the most compelling character arcs of the year. Robbie poignant music.
The acting is hrilliant. We sec the young
is as earnest as she is ruthless and as violent as she 1s
vulnerable in the role. Her and Allison Janney (who has Timothee Chalamet as Elio, who very masterfully rides
received a Best Supporling Actress Oscar nod and gives an the line of his character's precociousness, intellectual
outstanding performance as Harding's mother, LaVona) maturity. and emotional naivety. The joviality, heartbreak.
have such a palpable onscreen chemistry, which really and total anguish he 1s able to summon from himself is
aides in elevating the story's themes of family and love. truly remarkable. If you haven't seen any more of his
Ahhough Frances McDormand will probably win the day talented acting work, seek il out; he's the next Leonardo
for her role in Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri, DiCaprio. Armie Hammer plays Oliver (for which he
1here's something about Margot Robbie's performance as received a Golden Globe nomination). He does a great job
in portraying Oliver's overwhelming confidence, which
Harding that gives her the edge in my book.
masks his sexual curiosities and self•doubt.
Best Actor: Gary Oldman, Darkest Hour
Amira Casar, a prominent French actress, plays
The competition in the Best Actor lineup this F.lio's mother, Annela, and gives a very vibrant and loving
awards season is legendary. The list includes three-time feel to a relatively minor character. And finally, Michael
Academy Award-winner Dame! Day-Lewis and two-time Stuhlbarg plays Professor Perlman. Stuhlbarg has been
Academy Award-winner Denzel Washington. We also in a plethora of movies over the past several years, mosr
see first time nominations for Timothee Chalamet and recently The Shape of Water and The Post, but by far
Daniel Kaluuya. And finaUy. we have probably one of the his most compelling role of the year is that of Professor
best character actors of all time, Gary Oldman. In Darkest Perlman. He is as fatherly as he is scholarly, and the
Hour, Oldman plays British Prime Minister W10ston compassion thal he shows Elio at the end of the movie is
Churchill in the early days of his tenure as the political one of the most movtng monologues In film.
If you haven't gotten the opportunity to watch
leader ofa country on the brink of war with Nazi Germany.
Oldman disappears into the role, both m acting and in Call Mc by Your Name, go see it. It is cinema m its finest,
physicality; he's heavily disguised in facial prosthetics most eloquent form.
and a body suit to better reflect Churchill's portly stature.
Oldman had to portray Churchill's notorious aggression,
as well as his apparent discomfort and lack of composure
as the newly minted world leader thrust mto the military
crisis of the Dunkirk evacuation, and it's a masterclass in
l ~ OK 1Y AIIO RADIO
character acting.
While generally not a critically acclaimed
actor throughout his career, Gary Oldman's ability to
sink and mold himself into the characters he has played
is unmatched. He can go from playing a bloodthirsty
vampire in 1992's Bram Stoker's Dracula, to the leader
of a Kazakh lerrorist group in 1997's Air Force Once, to
a paranoid Cold War espionage expert in 201I's Tinker,
Tailor, Solider, Spy, for which he was also nominated
for an Academy Award. The hst goes on, and this role is
no d11ferent; his likeness to Churchill m voice, diction,
WWLP Chaa1tl II
demeanor, and physical appearance is jarring. This
performance is a career-maker for him, as if he needed
RADIO STATION WIZA
one.
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Best Piclure: Call Me by Your Name
Of the nine films nominated for Best Picture this
year, I had been most anxiously awaiting Call Me by Your
Name. I had seen the movie's trailer earlier tn the year,
which prompted me to do some research on the source
material. This introduced me to what is now one of my This yur marks the 90th Osairs in history, dating
favorite pieces of literature; a book of the same name back to May 16, 1929. (PdxRerroJ
written in 2007 by author and literary academic Andre
Aciman.
The plot follows Elio Perhnan, a seventeen-year-old
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Traveling abroad for the first time
Holly Blackstead
Contributing Writer
Going abroad can be a totally new and challenging
experience. Making the switch from Bryant to Europe
was definitely something totally new, but very exciting!
You Uved in a place you may have dreamed of going to
for years, and then 1t became your reality. From seeing
monuments dating back centuries ago, to tasting some
of the world's best food and wine, going abroad was a life
changing experience. The classes you took were not usual
ones you would have attended at Bryant, you might have
been taking classes like "pairing food and wine" as many
of us did in Florence, Italy. You will always remember that
time you jumped off a diff in Greece, wenl sky diving in
Switzerland, and had a Lizzie McGuire moment at the
Trevi Fountain. Your Instagram will never be as cool, but
looking back at the pictures will always make you smile.
What some people don't think about is the adjustment
time it takes when coming home.

After traveling almost every weekend and
meeting new people at every new place, coming back
to Bryant could actually be more challenging than it
was leaving. Coming home during the holidays is great
because of the festivities, and see mg family members and
friends that you missed while away. However once the
holidays end, and the reality sels in that you are now back
to your normal hfe m the States, things could get tough.
You may start to reminisce and think about all the places
you've been, and all the things you did while abroad.
Looking at pictures can be a way to try lo relive some of
the experiences, bul it can also make you nostalgic. Some
even start to plan a way to make it back someday.
When it's time to return to Bryant, you are
excited to see your friends, and get back into the way of
life at Bryant. Once back you can begin to realize some of
the major differences between your everyday life at Bryant
and the li(e you were living overseas. The classes you are
taking are harder, you have classes five days a week instead
of four or maybe even only three. The drinking age is now

21 again. and if you are not of age yet this can definitely be
annoying to have to adjust back to. You are going to Rentes
or parties at the townhouses on the weekend instead of
traveling to a new country. One of the things you could
miss the most is walking around the beautiful city you
were living in between classes, and not just the small
Bryant Campus.
Evenlually though you will realize all the things
you missed about Bryant while you were away. Having all
your friends living only a few feet away, and also having
all your classes are only a short walk away 1s a plus. If you
were living in an apartment you may actually enjoy Salmo
for its convenience than you ever have before. You will
accept that going abroad changed you as a person, and
you can use the experiences and lhings you learned into
creating an exciting future. You may now realize aspects
about yourself, and things you want to accomplish in life
that you never thought about before. You also know now
that traveling really is not thal hard, and someday you will
travel again whether it is for business or pleasure.

Tina & Dave's journey to totality
David A. Huestis
Astronomy Lab Instructor
Today's column is a departure from
my monthly highlights of upcoming
astronomical events. February's lack
of spectacular phenomena influenced
my decision to recap last Augusts' solar
eclipse. However, this story is more about
the journey to the path of totality than it is
about the eclipse itself.
Ever since I became interested in
astronomy in the early 1970s I was aware of
a total solar eclipse that would diagonally
traverse the United States on August 2 L,
2017. But1hat date was a long way off, so I
travelled to Manitoba, Canada in 1979 for
the total solar eclipse of February 26, where
aboul 2 minutes and 40 seconds of totality
was observed. Thus bitten by the edipse
·bug: I immediately signed on to a twoweek eclipse/safari expedition to Tanzania,
Africa in February, 1980. On February 16
about 3 minutes and 54 seconds of totality
was successfully observed from Tarangire
National Park, a game reserve. Other solar
eclipses followed, including: a successfully
observed annular eclipse from Greenville,
South Carolina in May 1984, a clouded out
total eclipse in Hawaii in July 1991; and
a mostly clouded out view of annularity
from Attitash, New Hampshire in May
1994.
As 2017 drew closer at hand I was a bit
behind the eight ball. Planning for lhe 1991
Hawaii eclipse had begun three years prior
to the event. However, I wasn't necessarily
worried about elaborate plans for the
August 21 event, since the 71 mile-wide
path stretched 2S00 miles diagonally across
densely populated regions of the United
States from Oregon to South Carohna.
But I should have been. While millions of
people lived within 1otality's path, millions
more were looking to posiUon themselves
within that zone as well.
My wife Tina and I did not wish to fly,
so I began to research suitable locations
along the path that would be within a
two-day dnve. I decided on Hopkinsville,
Kentuclcy. Since this city would expenence
the longest duration of totality along the
path, two minutes and forty seconds,
everybody and their brother were also
selecting this location. After a few phone
calls and many follow-up emails, during
June 2016, I was able to secure permission
to observe the eclipse from the campus
of Hopkinsville Community College
(HCC). Now the challenge would be to
find accommodations because most of the
lodging establishments would not accept
reservations until 11 months out.
However, I did contact a manager of one
hotel chain in Hopkinsville. Whtie he was
not accepting reservations at the time, he
told me they were considering charging
$1000 per night and requiring a three
night minimum stay! I sucked in so much
air in shock that I made the room I was in
a vacuum! He took my name and email

Tina and Davc:s Excellent Adventure
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a ress to communicate t e speci cs w en
they decided on the rate. (The edipse was
on a Monday, so they figured they would
book rooms for Friday, Saturday and
Sunday nights.)
I called around the area and everyone
was following suit. Even accommodations
120 miles away were m the $500/night
range with a three-night minimum. What
to do? I would call it price gouging, but
that definition only applies in emergency/
disaster circumstances. Supply and
demand would be a more appropriate term,
though I saw it as pure and simple greed!
A good friend of ours suggested Airbnb,
an online accommodations broker. I had
heard of this enterprise before, but had
never checked it out. After a short search of
their offerings I found a "Couple's Getaway/
Writer's Retreat" in Adams, Tennessee.
And as luck would have it, the place was
within the path of totality. In fact, the
property would experience two minutes
and 35.9 seconds of totality. And the price
was right, only $175 per night. During
the first week of August 2016 we booked
four nights. (The lodging establishment in
Hopkinsville eventually decided on $899/
night with a three night minimum.)
Our wonderful hosu in Adams were Ray
and Jo Lacroix. Come to find out, Ray used
to live in Woonsocket, and had also lived
in Burrillville, my home town. And his two
sons live in nearby Glocester. It was simply
meant to be!
As we got into the 2017, our travel plans
were 6 nalized for the II 00 mile drive down
to Adams. Then on Wednesday, March 29,
our universe changed in an instant. My
wife Tina had a major stroke. No warning
signs ... just BAM! When I was 6nally
able to see her after surgery to remove
the clot, she recognized me immediately.
Her speech was only sltghLly slurred.
Her memory was intact. Her left side was
compromised. Tina could barely move her
arm and leg, but at least had feeling on
that side. She was unable to walk. Her left
eyesight was also deficient. I've never felt so
helpless in my life. But there was nothmg I
could do. She was in the capable hands of
the staff at Rhode Island Hospital.
I had an astronomy lab to teach at Bryant

our trip, she did not use it at all. In fact,
all her therapists would be very proud
of her. Two days before the eclipse we
walked around downtown Hopkinsville,
KY, where perhaps one hundred vendors
were hawking anything eclipse themed.
And on the day after the eclipse we walked
most of Mammoth Cave. Both excursions
Tina managed without the cane. What a
trooper! I was very proud of what she had
accomplished.)
During the first week of June my plan was
to still drive about 40 minutes the morning
of the eclipse up to Hopkinsville to observe
with faculty of HCC. Unfortunately, the
administration made some changes to their
plans. Therefore we decided to observe
right from our spot in Adams, only losing
4.1 seconds of tolality. This change was the
best thing that could have happened to our
plans.
We arrived at Ray and Jo's place in Adams,
Tennessee on Friday evening, August 18.
The walkout basement apartment was
cozy with all the amenities. They treated
us like family. On Monday, eclipse day,
they provided us a barbeque before, during
and after the eclipse. We wouldn't have
had that kind of hospitality at any of the
other lodgings. Their two daughters, one
son-in-law, one boyfriend, and two young
children joined in the festivities. I brought
several pair of eclipse glasses for them to
use.
Fortunately there were no clouds in the
vicinity. When the partial phase began the
temperature was 93 degrees with extremely
high humidity. I obtained a good senes of
partial phase images leading up to totality
using a 300mm lens. Unfortunately when
I removed my solar filter I inadvertently
changed the focus, resulting in my totality
images being slightly out of focus. See
thi5 link for some of these images: http://
www. the skyscrapers .org/hu estis-2017eclipse. See this Youtube link for a short
movie of totality taken by Ray's son-in
law Ryan: https://www.youtube.com/
watcb?v=2OqGJUMaJYI
When the Sun reappeared 2 minutes
and 35.9 seconds later, it looked like an
extremely bright arc light. I decided not
to take outgoing partial images. During
totality the temperature dropped 8 degrees
from 93 to 85.
We were successful. Tina's strong
determination during recovery resulted in
her observing her first total solar eclipse
Immediately afterwards we began talking
about the April 8, 2024 total solar eclipse.
Our stay with Ray and Jo is aptly summed
up by a plaque on the wall of the basement
apartment: "Arrive as friends. Leave as
family:

t at nig t. y stu ents a stu ie or a
quiz-, and there was no way to get the qwz
to campus on time. Tina was still under
the effects of sedation, drifting in and
out of consciousness. However, she was
concerned about my lab. She insisted I teach
my class as scheduled. It was a temporary
distraction. When J arnved home after the
lab I SJmply lost it. The house was empty
and Tina wasn't there as usual to ask me
•how did the lab go tonight?"
The next day when I visited Tina, one
of the first things she asked was, WHow did
the lab go last night?• That's my Tina! She
spent one week recovering at Rhode Island
Hospital.
Tina's next chapter to recovery was
four weeks of rehab at the Rehabilitation
Hospital of Rhode Island in North
Smithfield. The fine group of therapists
spent at least three hours per day helping
Tina to recover the everyday tasks you and
I take for granted. They worked on Physical
Therapy, Speech Therapy (really cognitive/
logic/memory therapy - Tina's speech was
fine), and Occupational Therapy.
Right from the beginning of her rehab
Tina told the therapists of our eclipse
expedition plans. She expressed that she
would do anything towards attaming that
goal. Every day that I visited her I would
see improvement. She proved to be a very
good patient. Her determination was
unbelievable. Attitude is everything ...
well, al least in con1u11etion with the great
work by the therapists. Eventually they
had her using a walker to get around. She
even briefly attempted a cane with close
supervision before she was released.
On May l Tina came home. She had
been away for five weeks. Within a week
therapists from Concord Home Health
and Wellness Services began in-homecare
visits. They continued and expanded
upon the progress Tina had already made.
She used the walker for while, but soon
Tina has since gone back to work and
began using the cane without assistance continues toward her goal of full recovery.
more frequently. She expressed her desire
to the PT that we were still going to the
eclipse and that she would use the cane,
not the walker, if she had to. Tina was
soon walking without the cane. (Note:
Though we did bring the cane with us on
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II\ lieu of fowtts, we. a.sk ~011 sptl\d 1. lifflt txltt
iiattt with \fOllr n,I\ tonight cl.l\d therish the.st
tl\OIMtn.ts.
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